
Intelligent Agents� Woolridge and Jennings{ agent theory, agent arhitetures, agentlanguages� weak and strong agents; deliberativeand reative arhitetures; agent-orientedprogramming{ personal digital assistant: e-mail, travel,news artiles, et.{ softbot: software robot{ ooperative problem solving: distributedAI{ interfae agents; information agents: ol-late information from soures to answerquestion posed by user 1



� Maes: MIT Media Lab (1997){ software agents{ motivation: number of users, amountof information growing� new way of interating with omputer� augment diret-manipulation, user re-sponsible for all{ personalized assistane; autonomous agent{ various uses: monitoring, ritis, et.
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� agents vs. expert systems{ agents: naive user; ommon tasks; ok ifnot ompletely aurate; personalized;pro-ative; adaptive{ expert systems: expert being assisted;sophistiated tasks; don't want to mis-lead; more objetive; user-driven; �xedknowledge� key hallenges{ agent needs to know what to do to bestassist user{ interfae: how will user ommuniatewith agent 3



� general approahes{ knowledge-based approah: give knowl-edge about user to agents at run-time;sets of rules{ end-user programming: program by ex-ample; rules to follow{ mahine learning: agents tries to pro-gram itself; learn from user and fromother agents� problems with other approahes{ users don't feel they an trust{ users want personalization{ users don't like to have to program4



� learning agents{ ontinuously wath over shoulder of user{ agents may learn from their peers{ appliations: e-mail, meeting shedul-ing, reommending web pages, et.{ tehnique of memory-based learning: asyou read, reord urrent situational fea-tures, ompare new situation to memo-rized one, suggest most similar previousation, with on�dene level{ do-it and tell-me thresholds set to ad-just autonomy 5



� other features of learning agents{ user an browse what the agent knows{ user an instrut agent to forget{ agent an suggest ations to user{ programmed for single user� agents asking peers for advie{ how to deal with multiple oniting messages{ modeling trust in peers{ advie may be sent pro-atively or eliited whendesperate 6



� appliations from Maes' group{ Homer: selets musi{ Webhound: selets webpages{ Maxims: sorts and �lters e-mail{ Kasbah: buy and sell items{ Firey: entertainment reommender math-ing preferenes
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� need for agents{ too muh for users to handle{ limited attention span of users{ users may not mind giving up ontrol, to save time{ o�oads users from learning tasks (e.g. ar repair)� misoneptions about agents{ agents are personi�ed: most aren't{ agents rely on traditional AI inferening: many usemahine learning{ replaes diret manipulation interfaes: an be om-plimentary� hallenges in designing e�etive agents{ e�etive interfaes for users to interat with agent{ requires trust from user, deferring ontrol� allow users to see user model being built� inlude explanations� vary the level of autonomy� allow user programming 8


